
THE CONNOR  
BROTHERS



Classic design and contemporary 

attitudes come together in this timely 

celebration of art, literature and 

liberation. Referencing classic book 

covers and replacing the titles with 

their own words, the Connor Brothers 

have created an uncensored collection 

of artwork which is sometimes 

philosophical, sometimes outrageous, 

but always thought-provoking.  

Each sophisticated artwork in this 

collection is beautifully crafted and 

thoughtfully presented. 

The Connor Brothers understand how 

to unlock the emotional power of 

colour and the deeply saturated hues 

render each piece both beautiful and 

visually arresting, even before we have 

registered the literary wit. 

The collection comprises eight titles 

which are available in a choice of stylish 

formats, colours and sizes.  Contact 

your gallery to find out more about 

alternative colours and sizes.  

UNCENSORED

CONNOR BROTHERS



In keeping with the Connor Brother’s passion for authenticity, these eight exclusive 

editions have been created using the giclée printing process. Using sophisticated 

printers and specialist colourfast inks of the highest calibre, this blend of fine 

art and state-of-the-art technology has produced 75 extraordinarily accurate 

reproductions which retain the vibrancy of the colours and stay faithful to the 

smallest nuance or detail. After being personally approved by the artists, each 

piece is immediately numbered as a guarantee of its authenticity and status as a 

genuine limited edition collector’s item. 

GICLEE EDITIONS

CONNOR BROTHERS

The Connor Brothers UNCENSORED Collection contains explicit 

language that may cause offence.



Giclee Edition of 75 
20 x 30”
£1495

NOT DRUNK JUST TIPYS



Giclee Edition of 75 
20 x 30”
£1495

ANXIE T Y



Giclee Edition of 75 
20 x 30” 
£1495

Giclee Edition of 75 
20 x 30” 
£1495

BE AUT Y / WINE HOLDER FUCK THIS SHIT





Giclee Edition of 75 
20 x 30”
£1495

HOPE



Giclee Edition of 75 
20 x 30” 
£1495

DE ATH: THAT ’S LIFE



Giclee Edition of 75 
20 x 30” 
£1495

Giclee Edition of 75 
20 x 30” 
£1495

THE TRUTH THOU SHALL NOT BE A CUNT



The Truth Fuck This Shit

Beauty / Wine Holder Anxiety

Not Drunk Just Tipys Hope

Death: Thats Life Thou Shall Not Be A Cunt



In keeping with the Connor Brother’s passion for authenticity, these eight exclusive 

editions have been created as high calibre giclée prints, each of which has then been 

meticulously hand coloured in a rich and vivid palette. Every small but perfectly 

formed individual artwork is one of only 40, and their rarity coupled with their 

exquisite hand finishing renders them uniquely desirable collector’s pieces.  

HAND COLOURED EDITIONS

CONNOR BROTHERS

The Connor Brothers UNCENSORED Collection contains explicit 

language that may cause offence.

Other sizes are available- please contact us for more information.



Hand Coloured Print Edition /40
12 x 16”
£1995

DE ATH: THAT ’S LIFE



Hand Coloured Print Edition /40
12 x 16” 
£1995

NOT DRUNK JUST TIPSY



Hand Coloured Print Edition /40
12 x 16”
£1995

Hand Coloured Print Edition /40
12 x 16” 
£1995

BE AUT Y / WINE HOLDER FUCK THIS SHIT



Hand Coloured Print Edition /40
12 x 16” 
£1995

ANXIE T Y



Hand Coloured Print Edition /40
12 x 16”
£1995

THE TRUTH



Hand Coloured Print Edition /40
12 x 16”
£1995

Hand Coloured Print Edition /40
12 x 16”
£1995

HOPE THOU SHALL NOT BE A CUNT



An obsession with truth and fiction is 

the golden thread that runs throughout 

the life and work of the Connor Brothers 

(AKA British artists James Golding and 

Mike Snelle), the UK’s most intriguing 

and inventive partnership. They have 

achieved huge international success 

with their hard-hitting combination of 

retro design and contemporary satire, 

creating works that offer a playful twist 

on the conventions of pulp fiction 

cover art or iconic literary designs. 

Within this framework, they adapt and 

reinvent words from the world’s greatest 

poets, cynics and wits to challenge our 

preconceptions and invite us to look at 

the world a little differently. 

In their recent work, the Brothers’ 

belief that artists should be free and 

unfettered to speak in their own voice is 

reflected in their choice of inspiration, 

classic books that risked being banned 

for their outspoken content, and their 

amusing, deadpan assertions ensure 

that these pieces pack a punch and 

create a talking point wherever they 

go. But there is more to the Connor 

Brothers than irony and boundary-

pushing. Their sophisticated artworks 

are beautifully crafted, exquisitely hand 

painted, and thoughtfully presented; 

they understand how to unlock the 

emotional power of colour and the 

deeply saturated hues render each piece 

both beautiful and visually arresting, 

even before we have registered the 

literary wit. 
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